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Abstract 

Low mechanical deformation method was utilized to reveal effects of hydrogen 

plasticification of steel 1020, which do not depends on value of mechanical stress as in 

known mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement, but only depends on hydrogen state in metal: 

diffused hydrogen plasticizes metal, and residual hydrogen, concentrated in defects, causes 

considerable increase of its embrittlement. “Giant” increase of elastic hysteresis amplitude 

during long-continued (4 months) ageing of hydrogenated steel 1020, which is indication of 

appropriate decrease of its cyclic durability, was detected. New conception of hydrogen 

plasticification and embrittlement increase in metals were formulated. It was shown that 

metal after hydrogen yield does not renovate its mechanical characteristics. 
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1. Introduction 

Hydrogen influence on metals is a subject of intensive study during recent years (see 

for instance, reviews in [13]). It is caused by important applicative importance of such 

researches. 
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